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 ▲ PU High
 h995–1250	w590 d580 

sh595–850mm
 PU4

 ▲ PU Medium
 h900–1080	w590 d580 

sh520–701mm
 PU5

 ▲ PU Low
 h795–925	w590 d545 

sh440–570mm
 PU6

 ▲ PU High
 h535–785	w580 d580 

sh535–785mm
 PU151

 ▲ PU Medium
 h485–670	w580 d580 

sh485–670mm
 PU152

 ▲ PU Low
 h440–560	w600 d600 

sh440–560mm
 PU153

 ▲ PU Saddle
 h635–815 w600 d350 

sh635–815mm
 201

 ▲ PU Perch
 h660–845 w590	d350 

sh515–695mm
 205

A comprehensive range of polyurethane seating  

to match anything else available on the market.  

This is arguably the most comfortable and robust  

seating of its kind for laboratory, industrial and  

sterile environments.

■•■ Soft touch polyurethane seat and back
■•■ Elliptical features enhance airflow and reduce heat build up on the body
■•■ Surface texture provides maximum grip
■•■ All chairs feature a PCB (permanent contact back)
■•■ Independent seat and back mechanisms optional
■•■ Chrome base and column optional, black base and column as standard
■•■ Brake unloaded castors available on PU6, 153, 201 and 205
■•■ Brake loaded castors available

Please see page 104 for mechanism descriptions 



Wolf Laboratories Limited
www.wolflabs.co.uk

Tel: 01759 301142         Fax:01759 301143         sales@wolflabs.co.uk

Use the above details to contact us if this literature doesn't answer all your
questions.

Pricing on any accessories shown can be found by keying the part number
into the search box on our website.

   
    The specifications listed in this brochure are subject to change by the manufacturer and therefore cannot be guaranteed to be 
correct. If there are aspects of the specification that must be guaranteed, please provide these to our sales team so that details can 
                                                                                                    be confirmed.
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